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Why performing 
adjustments?

The current crisis will have a deep impact on our economies, affecting
market conditions in most industries. In light of the arm’s length
principle, MNEs will be compelled to renew their transfer pricing
policies to reflect new economic conditions.

Companies relying on unadjusted data are likely to not comply with
the arm’s length principle and to pay too much taxes in the next
years: their transfer pricing policy will continue to reflect a pre-crisis
world when margins were higher, risking to over-compensate routine
entities.

These transfer pricing policies are also more likely to be challenged
by tax authorities in future years.
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Companies need to renew their transfer pricing policies. 
Performing robust adjustments to existing searches allows 

MNEs to ensure their transfer pricing policy is at arm’s length, 
while reusing existing comparable company searches and thus 

to save compliance costs.

Existing transfer pricing economic
analyses are usually based on past
data, that do not capture the current
market conditions. They thus cannot
be relied upon, at least without
adjustments.



Financial data currently available do not capture the
impact of the crisis. Adjusting comparable company
financial data enables to estimate the profitability of
comparable companies during and after the crisis.

The adjustment’s goal is to answer the following question:
given a comparable company characteristics (its industry,
location, financials before the crisis, etc.), how will its
profitability be impacted by the crisis?
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Goals

To be comparable means that none of the differences 
(if any) between the situations being compared could 
materially affect the condition being examined in the 
methodology or that reasonably accurate adjustments 
can be made to eliminate the effect of any such
differences.

“
”OECD Guidelines, chap III. §3.47
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For illustrative purposes

Output example

Chemical 
manufacturing

Spain

Very large company
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Q&A
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How many different models are used to perform the estimation?

For each study, we present the outcome of multiple models. The mechanics of
some of these models is very straightforward and some others rely on more
sophisticated supervised statistical learning techniques.
At present, TP qube relies on 3 different families of models to make its predictions.
For each model family, we have trained different algorithms per industry and per
geography.

So how is the best model selected?

Computing the accuracy of a model is a standard practice in statistics. We have
computed accuracy statistics for all our models.
The final choice of range or model(s) is based on their accuracy but also on their
likeliness to convince local tax authorities.



Q&A
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Which geographies are covered?

Adjustments can be performed for all geographies.

Are adjustments based on the characteristics of the tested party or on the 
characteristics of comparable companies?

When the tested party and the comparable companies face the same market
conditions, this is irrelevant.
This is unfortunately not always the case. In the event where the tested party and
comparable companies do not face the same market conditions, our standard
practice is then to perform adjustments based on the characteristics of the tested
party. This practice may vary depending on the specifics of the case.



Contact us at
info@tpqube.com

Need a benchmarking 
study?

Looking for more 
information?
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About TP qube
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We are pioneering the use of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) techniques to render
Transfer Pricing methods more robust, faster
and less expensive

TP qube has been created by economists
and data scientists with a significant
experience in transfer pricing
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Adjustments following the Covid-19 crisis
Adapt your transfer pricing policy to the economic and 
health crisis

Transfer pricing benchmarks
Get more robust analyses, at the best price

Tools
Simplify your comparable company searches

Statistical benchmarks
Get instantaneously the normative profitability 
of a company

Consulting
We offer a customized service
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